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**Day 36 - 39**

**5 seconds contest – fastest & mass to speed ratio contest**
Which robot goes the farthest in 5 seconds? This contest is good because students can count to make sure the program is for 5 seconds or you can load the same program on to all before race. Consider giving each team two tries and taking the best one. As a class, calculate the mass to speed ratio to identify winning team.

**10 seconds contest – slowest**
Which robot travels the shortest distance in 10 seconds? Before contest, review definition for motion. This contest is good because students can count to make sure the program is for 10 seconds or you can load the same program on to all before race. Consider giving each team two tries and taking the shortest one.

**Creativity contest**
Each student gets one vote. Do vote tally in front of class.

**Day 40 - 41**
**Awards ceremony & Unit Reflection**
Give out silly prizes for each contest. I gave out leis, candy canes, and party hats.

**Day 42-43**
**Disassemble Robots and unit clean up.**